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let s
Balloons are BLOWING UP right now. They are a 
great way to make your event Instaworthy! 

Thinking about a balloon install and  
don't know where to start?  

We’ve created a price guide to help get you started. 
Here at Aura Event Co. we take pride in creating 
one of a kind installs for every client! 

party 



organic balloon installs
All organic balloon installs are one of a kind and priced per foot.

✦ Choose up to three colors 

✦ Includes 3 balloon sizes: 5 “, 11”, and 16” 

✦ Pricing - $20 per foot 

✦ Install Minimum - $200

add ons:
add ons
✦ Additional Colors – $5/ft 
✦ Additional Balloon Size – (3′) $5 per balloon 
✦ Specialty Balloons – $10/ft  

(Pearls/chromes/glitter/confetti/agates/custom imprinted) 
✦ Custom Name/Logo – $20 per balloon 
✦ Silk or Fresh Florals – $20/ft



grab n go garlands 
✦ Price - $140 

✦ 6 ft Balloon Garland 

✦ 2 Specialty Balloons or  

Custom Vinyl Balloon

add ons:

* Must have SUV for transporting

balloon mosaics 
✦ Letters and Numbers  

✦ 3ft - $75/character 

✦ 5ft - $150/character

balloon walls 
✦ Mini - $250 

✦ Medium - $350 

✦ Large - $500 +

xl outdoor installations 
✦ Starting at $500 

Please contact for a FREE 
consultation and quote!



balloon color charts
Tuftex balloons:



Chrome:

Qualatex:

Superagate:



Custom colors:



Do you have an order minimum? 
Our order minimum for local deliveries is $200. We do offer “Grab N Go” Garlands for 
$140. (You must pick up and have a large vehicle to fit the garland) 

What location do you service?  
We are located in Jacksonville but wanderlust is our middle name. We are always up 
for a road trip for an additional cost.  

How far in advance should I book? 
The sooner the better! We recommend at least 2 months in advance but we require 2 
weeks notice. Last minute inquiries may require a 100% deposit.  

How do I pay for my decor? 
After our team discusses all details with you we will send you an invoice and you will 
be able to pay with Debit or Credit. We require at least 50% deposit to book and also 
have payment plans!  

What should I know about latex balloons? 
Our latex balloons are biodegradable which means they oxidize over time and can 
become matte. Installations outside will only last a day or two depending on the 
weather. We always try our best with outdoor installs but there should always be a 
Plan B especially with our crazy Florida weather! We also ask you to please recycle 
your balloons once used! 

Why is there a delivery, set-up, pick-up and or strike fee? 
Our delivery charge depends on the location of the event and starts at $45. While 
most decor items includes a standard setup fee, a separate set-up fee may be charge 
depending on the complexity of the installation and where special rigging, framework 
or equipment is required. A strike charge is when we return and remove the decor 
and retrieve our equipment, this is not required for all decor items.  

Our standard delivery fee starts at $45 and pickup fee of $60 for standard deliveries/
strike. This applies to:  
✦ Events within our preferred service areas. Pickup time before 10pm on the same 

date of event.  
✦ Events outside of service areas, multiple steps, flight of stairs or story with no 

access elevator, requiring pickup after 11pm will incur an additional pickup fee. 

How long do balloons last? 
Indoor– Many air filled balloon designs can last weeks indoors! The longevity of the 
balloons will depend on the environmental conditions of the space.  
Outdoor– We cannot guarantee that balloons will last any specific amount of time 
when used outdoor. The sun, heat, wind, rain, etc., affects the lifespan of the balloons. 

Do you donate balloons or offer discounts to non-profit organizations? 
We love our city…DDUUUUVVALLLL and love to support a good cause! Please reach 
out to us to discuss your organization and we hope we can help!
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